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 No.  Designation  Quantity  Item no.
 1  Sheet with nano-adhesive pads 7 

726192
 2 Adapter 36 726603
 3 Track 16 726605
 4  Track bridge 6 726606
 5  Track turn 6  726607
 6  Lever 3 726608
 7  Switch  1 726609

— You can reorder balls,  
nano-adhesive pads and the 

trampoline rubber via the service 
area at kosmos.de.Checklist:

Your marble run set includes the  
following parts:
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— EQUIPMENT

So many 
parts!

Wow!
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No. Description Quantity Item no.

1 Sheet with nano-adhesive pads 7 726192

2 Adapter 36 726603

3 Track 16 726605

4 Track Bridge 6 726606

5 Track Turn 6 726607

6 Lever 3 726608

7 Switch 1 726609

No. Description Quantity Item no.
8 Funnel 2 726610

9 Funnel tube 2 726611

10 Ball 10 726604

11 Trampoline base 1 726643

12 Trampoline rubber 1 726644

13 Loop top section 1 726660

14 Loop bottom section 1 726647



? !  
NACHGEHAKT? !  
NACHGEHAKT

Der feine Unterschied
— Du wirst es beim Spielen und Experimentieren mit Gecko Run vielleicht schon beobachtet haben: Du hast eine aufregende Bahn aufgebaut, und die Kugel läuft einige Male perfekt durch. Doch beim nächsten Versuch springt die Kugel plötzlich aus der Bahn oder bleibt irgendwo hängen. Gehäuft passiert das bei den Bahnen, die die physikalischen 

 Gesetze besonders herausfordern. Mithilfe der Chaostheorie lässt sich das erklären. 

DER 
SCHMETTERLINGS

EFFEKT

CHAOS-THEORIE

— Du hast vielleicht schon mal vom Schmetter-lingseffekt gehört. Demnach kann der Flügel-
schlag eines Schmetterlings in Brasilien einen Tornado in Texas auslösen.  
Das ist nicht ganz wörtlich gemeint, sondern 
will aussagen, dass winzig kleine Änderungen in einem System (wie ein Lufthauch durch einen Flügelschlag) riesige Auswirkungen nach sich ziehen können. Besonders kommt dieser Effekt tatsächlich beim Wetter zum Tragen. Daher ist es auch nicht möglich, das Wetter verlässlich 

für mehr als eine Woche vorherzusagen.

— Prinzipiell folgt deine Kugel physikalischen 
Gesetzen, die zu jedem Zeitpunkt identisch 
sind. Daher sollte deine Kugel auch jedes 
mal einen identischen Weg nehmen. Jedoch 
hast du deine Bahn vielleicht so aufgebaut, 
dass sie sehr empfindlich gegenüber den 
Anfangsbedingungen ist. Und diese schaffst 
du dadurch, wie du die Kugel in die Bahn 
gibst. Hier können winzige Unterschiede in 
der Positionierung zur Folge haben, dass die 
Kugel etwas anders auf den Trick trifft – dort 
kann sich die Abweichung durch geänderte 
Bedingungen noch verstärken, bis die Kugel 
letztendlich aus der Bahn springt.

— Nicht immer ist so ersichtlich, wann ein System in einen scheinbar chaotischen Zustand übergeht. 

— Winzige Änderungen in  einem System können gravierende Auswirkungen haben. 

FISCHE, OKTOPUSSE 
UND FLEDERMÄUSE

GECKOS, INSEKTEN UND SpINNEN

— Viele Tiere – vor allem Wassertiere – haben Saugnäpfe, um sich festzuhalten. Anders als bei den oben 
erwähnten Tieren, sind hier aber keine 

Adhäsionskräfte am Werk. Ihre Saugnäpfe 
erzeugen einen Unterdruck, der sie an 

Flächen anhaften lässt. Du kennst 
bestimmt die Saugnäpfe von 

Oktopussen, aber wusstest 
du, dass es auch Haie  

und Fledermäuse mit 
Saugnäpfen gibt?

— Diese Tiere haben zahllose mikroskopisch kleine Härchen an 

ihren Beinen, die die Kontaktfläche zur Wand um ein Vielfaches 

vergrößern. Dadurch entstehen physikalische Klebekräfte (Experten 

sprechen von Adhäsion). Und die Sorgen dafür, dass sich Wand und 

Füße gegenseitig anziehen. Die gleichen Kräfte wirken übrigens, 

wenn du eine Frischhaltefolie mit einer glatten Fläche in  

Kontakt bringst.
— Der Schiffshalter hat Saug-näpfe auf dem Kopf. Damit kann er huckepack reisen, ohne sich aus eigener Kraft fortzubewegen. 

— Genial: Ein Oktopus-Arm ist nicht nur superbeweglich, sondern kann dank der zahl-reichen Saugnäpfe auch alles festhalten. 

— Die unzähligen Härchen eines  Geckofußes lassen sich erst unter  dem Mikroskop richtig erkennen. 

Tiere, die KLEBEN
— Dank der genialen Pads kann deine  Kugelbahn  einem Gecko gleich an  
senk rechten Wänden  hängen. Aber  
weißt du,  welche Tiere über solche  
Fähigkeiten verfügen?
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— SAFETY INFORMATION

The heart of this new type of ball track is the 
fascinating nano-adhesive pads. These are 
covered on one side with microscopic suction 
cups that allow the ball track to be securely 
attached to vertical surfaces. Just like large 
suction cups, they only adhere to smooth 
surfaces, leave no traces when removed and 
can be used over and over again. 

The nano-adhesive pads adhere best to glass 
surfaces such as glass doors or windows, but 
you can also attach the track to other surfaces 
as long as their surface is smooth enough 
(tiles, plastics, wood and imitation wood, glossy 
painted surfaces, metal, etc.). Try it out! 

Before you use Gecko Run for the first time, you 
need to attach the nano-adhesive pads to the 
adapters and some of the tricks. You can find 
out how to do this on pages 6 and 7. 

Before you start building a track, make sure 
that your installation surface is clean, dry and 
free of grease. This will ensure that the pads 
can develop their full adhesive power.

Dismantle the track after use and store its 
parts in the product packaging to ensure they 
remain clean and retain their functionality.

The longer the pads remain on a surface, the 
greater their adhesion. If the pads have been 
attached to a surface for a while, you may not 
be able to remove them easily on your own. 
In this case, ask an adult to help you.

If the nano-surfaces of the nano-adhesive pads gets dirty  
or dusty, you can clean them with a dry, lint-free cloth.  
If a nano-adhesive pad suffers major damage, you can  
remove it and stick a new one on the same spot. You can  
reorder adhesive pads in the service area at kosmos.de. 

WARNING! 
Not suitable for children under three years. Small parts and small 

balls. Choking hazard. Keep the packaging and instructions as they 

contain important information.

Instructions for using your Gecko Run and the nano-adhesive pads

Good to know
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— Gecko Run – Big Box

— The Gecko Run ball track can be attached to 
virtually any smooth vertical surface; glass 
surfaces work particularly well. Together with 
your child, discover which surfaces the nano-
adhesive pads adhere to best – and agree on 
which surfaces in your home the Gecko Run 
ball track can be safely set up. When making 
your selection, bear in mind that hazards can 
arise due to open windows or doors, sliding 
doors that slide over each other, surfaces that 
are susceptible to breakage or are not securely 
fastened, and surfaces that are high up. 

Only use the Gecko Run on closed windows and 
doors; all glass surfaces must be made of 
safety glass.

Playing surfaces must be firmly attached  
to the wall and stable when pulling on the pads 
(be careful with mirrors – these could be 
loosened from their mounts when pulling off 
the nano-adhesive pads).

Only build tracks within the child's reach; 
never climb on furniture to build the track.

The playing surface should be clean, dry and 
free of grease. This will ensure that the nano-
adhesive pads can develop their full adhesive 
power. 

The runs must always be built and set up so 
that the metal balls do not hit breakable walls, 
dent metal walls/wood or cause defects. 

The flooring and surrounding furnishings must 
be able to withstand impacts from falling balls. 
If necessary, place a rug, blanket or towel 
underneath the track – this will also prevent  
the balls from rolling away. 

Set up the track away from pets, babies and 
toddlers.

Before playing and experimenting for the first 
time, the nano-adhesive pads must be affixed  
to the adapters and some of the tricks (see 
pages 6 and 7). Help your child to apply the 
pads cleanly and with the correct adhesive side.

In the case of sliding doors that slide over each 
other (e.g. on cupboards or patio doors), make 
sure that the Gecko Run track is attached to the 
outer door so that the track parts are not 
damaged when the doors are moved.

Children want to marvel, understand and create something new. They want to 

try everything out and explore things by themselves. They want to know more! 

The Gecko Run ball track system is ideal for this, as it can be set up and 

converted quickly and easily. However, before using it for the first time, you 

should discuss the following points with your child.

Dear parents! 

Important information for parents
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— THE PARTS OF YOUR BALL TRACK

Adapter 
— Use this to attach the tracks and some of 
the tricks to your vertical playing surface. 

Nano-adhesive pads 
— The pads have a normal sticky side  
and an amazingly powerful adhesive side  
with a nanostructure (see p. 4).  
To prepare the adapters for use:
1. Pull a pad from the sheet. 
2. Stick the pad onto the adapter.
3.  Remove the thin foil from the  

nano-adhesive side.

Track 
— The special design makes the tracks bendable 
– this gives you lots of freedom when building 
a track. They are attached to your playing 
surface using the adapters. Be sure to push 
the adapters all the way into the receptacles 
on the tracks.

Track bridge 
— This component lets you make one long 
track section out of two shorter ones. Use it to 
bridge window frames or connect two play areas.

Track turn  
— This element is a true all-rounder. It serves 
as a 180-degree bend, a ball store and a 
ball-catcher at the end of your track. Stick a 
nano-adhesive pad on the back of the turn to 
prepare it. For more tips and tricks see pages 
9, 10 and 14. 

Lever 
— This trick can catch a ball and pass it on  
immediately (provided that you have pressed a 
ball into the rear slot on the lever). If two balls 
are stuck, it can collect both balls and then 
pass them on. For more information on using 
the lever, see page 10.

The adapter is clicked  
into place here.

1

2

3
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— Gecko Run – Big Box

Switch 
— This trick is a rocker switch that alternates 
your ball in one direction or the other. For 
more information about this trick, see pages 
11 and 15.

Funnel 
— With this element you can recapture balls. 
It consists of two parts that you will need to 
click together the first time you use it. The 
outlet of the funnel is then freely rotatable so 
that it can forward the balls in different 
directions. In addition, two nano-adhesive 
pads should be attached to the back of the 
funnel.

Trampoline 
— The trampoline makes the balls bounce 
and fly. To prepare it, you need to apply two 
nano-adhesive pads to the back of the 
trampoline and pull the white trampoline tape 
onto the frame. For more information, see 
page 15.

Loop 
— The loop brings even more action to your 
Gecko Run ball track. To prepare it, click the 
upper and lower loop sections together as 
shown and stick a nano-adhesive pad on the 
back of the loop. For more info see page 11.

Ball 
— In your set you will find ten precision steel 
balls with a diameter of 12.7 mm.

The adapter is clicked  
into place here.

Click!



Your GECKO RUN is now ready to go. Here and on the following 

pages we will guide you through your first steps with your BALL 

TRACK. You will learn how the individual ELEMENTS of your 

ball track work.

Yourfirst
TrACKS!

Cool ...
— Now here  

we go!



— Heading dummy text
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— Your first tracks

— YOUR FIRST TRACKS

1.  We will start very simply with 
two pieces of track and a track 
turn as the catcher.

2.  Now add two track sections to 
your track. Exploit the flexibility 
of the track sections and use a 
track bridge.

1

2

Tip

Tip

To make it eaSy to remove 
the adapterS from the 

playing Surface, they have a 
Small lip – uSe your 
finger or thumb to 

priSe the adapter off.

AlwayS build your trackS  
from the top down and teSt  
each new element to check  

whether THE BALL runS Smoothly  
along the track. Yourfirst

TrACKS!
3.  Now you can use the track turn 

not only as a ball catcher, but 
also as a fast 180-degree turn.

3
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6.  Now it's the lever's turn. 
Remember to click at least  
one ball into the slots as 
a counterweight.

4.  Now test the funnel.

5.  The combination of a trampoline 
and funnel is particularly fun. 
Get started!

6

4

5

Tip

Tip

To uSe the lever aS Shown, the 
correSponding adapter muSt be 

mounted aS vertically aS poSSible.

PreSS the funnel firmly againSt your 
playing Surface – thiS will enSure 
it can withStand harder impactS 

from the baLlS.
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— Your first tracks

7.  The switch distributes the balls 
alternately in one direction and 
then the other. This splits the 
path into two branches. 
Depending on the speed of your 
ball when it hits the switch, it 
may react slightly differently. 
Therefore, familiarise yourself 
with its characteristics. 

8.  With the loop test track,  
you can develop a feeling for  
the characteristics and the 
momentum that your ball needs 
to pass through the loop. 

7

8

Tip

Tip

To uSe thiS trick, you will alSo need 
to hang the adapter vertically. 

AlSo, make Sure that the Switch iS 
tilted all the way towardS the lower 

catcher when attaching it. 

You muSt connect the left exit from the loop to a track uSing the Track Bridge.  
The adjacent adapter receptacle on thiS track doeS not require an adapter.



Now that you are familiar with ALL THE PARTS of your set, you  

can build your VERY OWN TRACKS. On the following pages you  

will find further TIPS and exciting CHALLENGES on your way  

to becoming a GECKO RUN PRO.

Tips and TriCK
s

Wow ...
— Now build  
a big track!
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— Tips and tricks

— TIPS AND TRICKS

The playing surface

The nano-adhesive pads can hold your track on 
many materials as long as they have a smooth 
surface. Explore your home with your parents  
in search of the perfect play area. 

The nano-adhesive 
pads

If your pads are no longer sticking very well, 
check whether dust has settled on them.  
If this is the case, you should clean them with  
a dry, lint-free cloth (e.g. a microfibre cloth).  
If a pad has lost its adhesion, you can remove  
it from the adapter and attach a new one. 

The track

1.  Since the tracks are so bendable, you can 
also turn a section of track into a bend.

1

Tips and TriCK
s
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The track turn 

As shown in the picture, you can also use  
your track turn as a ball collector that will  
first collect a few balls before releasing  
them one by one. 

2.  This way you can run the ball around corners with the tracks. Position the tracks as shown below. 
Make sure the ball doesn't have much momentum so that it falls into the second track.

3.  If you mirror two tracks as shown in Figure 3, 
they form a tube. This lets you add very steep 
sections to your run without the ball jumping 
off track. 

2a

3

2b
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— Tips and tricks

The switch

The switch splits your run  
into two different paths.  
If you don't have much space 
on your playing surface or  
if your components are 
running low, you can reunite 
the divided track under the 
switch. 

The trampoline

The trampoline does not  
always have to be placed 
straight. It also works 
diagonally or hanging  
upside down. If you hang  
it up like in the picture, it  
will transfer the ball to the 
lower track.

Slow-motion videos

A slow-motion video not only adds a whole new 
level of drama to your track, but can also help 
you spot problem areas if your ball keeps falling 
off track and you can't see the cause with the 
naked eye. 
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In this chapter we will give you a few tasks for your Gecko Run. When attempting these you can 
compete alone or against friends and family. 

1.  Challenge:  
Use the components shown to build a track 
through which the ball travels as fast as 
possible and arrives at the destination, i.e. 
the track turn / catcher. Three times in a row!

2.  Challenge:  
Use the components shown to build a track 
on which the ball travels for as long as 
possible. The destination is once again the 
track turn / catcher.

3.  Challenge:  
Use the parts shown to build a route that 
covers as much height as possible without 
the ball jumping off the track. 

4.  Challenge:  
Build a jump for the balls using the 
components shown. Use the trampoline,  
the funnel and the track turn as a catcher. 
How far can your ball fly? 

5.  Challenge:  
Build a run that only includes three pieces of 
track and otherwise consists only of tricks.

You can find out more about your Gecko Run 
ball track at: www.kosmos.de/GeckoRun

— CHALLENGES
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The subtle difference
— You may have noticed something rather odd while 

playing and experimenting with your Gecko Run: you 

set up an exciting track and the ball goes through it 

perfectly a few times. But on the next attempt, the ball 

suddenly jumps off the track or gets stuck somewhere.  

This happens frequently on tracks that challenge the laws of physics.  

This strange phenomenon can be explained with the help of chaos theory. 

THE BUTTERFLY  
EFFECT

CHAOs THEOrY

— You may have heard of the butterfly effect? 

This refers to the claim that the flap of a 

butterfly's wings in Brazil can trigger a tornado 

in Texas. 

This is not meant to be taken literally, but rather 

as an example of how minute changes in a 

system (like a breath of air from a flap of wings) 

can have an enormous effect. In fact, this 

phenomenon is especially apparent in weather 

patterns, which is why it's almost impossible 

to reliably predict the weather for more than 

one week.

— In principle, your ball follows physical laws that are identical at all times. Therefore, your ball should take an identical path each time. However, you may have set up your track to be very dependent on ideal starting conditions. In other words, by how you put the ball onto the track. Tiny differences in positioning can result in the ball hitting the trick slightly differently – these deviations can then be exacerbated by changing conditions until the ball eventually bounces off the track.

— It's not always obvious when  
a system enters an apparently  

chaotic state. 

— Tiny changes in a system  
can have a major impact. 
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FISH, OCTOPUSES 
AND BATS

GECKOs, INsECTs AND sPIDErs

— Many animals – especially aquatic ones – attach 

themselves to surfaces using suction cups. However, 

unlike the animals mentioned above, there are 

no adhesion forces at work here. Their 

suction cups create a vacuum that makes 

them adhere to surfaces. You probably 

know that octopuses use suction 

cups, but did you know that 

there are also sharks and 

bats with suction cups?

— These animals have countless microscopic hairs on their legs that increase the contact surface with the wall many times over. This creates physical adhesive forces (referred to simply as adhesion), which ensure that the wall and the animal's feet attract each other. By the way, the same forces act when you bring cling film into contact with a smooth surface.

— The remora has suction 
cups on its head. This allows 
it to hitch a lift from larger 

sea creatures without moving 
under its own power. 

— Ingenious: an octopus tentacle is not 
only incredibly mobile, it can also hold onto 

pretty much anything thanks to its numerous 
suction cups. 

— The countless hairs on a gecko's 
foot can only be seen clearly  

under a microscope. 

Animals that STICK
— Thanks to the ingenious pads, your  

ball track can hang like a gecko on  

vertical walls. But do you know which  

animals have similar abilities?
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